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[5.47.1] We shall now give an account of the islands which lie in the neighbourhood of Greece and in 

the Aegean Sea, beginning with Samothrace. This island, according to some, was called Samos in 

ancient times, but when the island now known as Samos came to be settled, because the names 

were the same, the ancient Samos came to be called Samothrace from the land of Thrace which lies 

opposite it. 

[5.47.2] It was settled by men who were sprung from the soil itself; consequently no tradition has 

been handed down regarding who were the first men and leaders on the island. But some say that in 

ancient days it was called Saonnesus and that it received the name of Samothrace because of the 

settlers who emigrated to it from both Samos and Thrace. 

[5.47.3] The first and original inhabitants used an ancient language which was peculiar to them and 

of which many words are preserved to this day in the ritual of their sacrifices. And the 

Samothracians have a story that, before the floods which befell other peoples, a great one took 

place among them, in the course of which the outlet at the Cyanean Rocks was first rent asunder 

and then the Hellespont. 

[5.47.4] For the Pontus, which had at the time the form of a lake, was so swollen by the rivers which 

flow into it, that, because of the great flood which had poured into it, its waters burst forth violently 

into the Hellespont and flooded a large part of the coast of Asia and made no small amount of the 

level part of the island of Samothrace into a sea; and this is the reason, we are told, why in later 

times fishermen have now and then brought up in their nets the stone capitals of columns, since 

even cities were covered by the inundation. 

[5.47.5] The inhabitants who had been caught by the flood, the account continues, ran up to the 

higher regions of the island; and when the sea kept rising higher and higher, they prayed to the 

native gods, and since their lives were spared, to commemorate their rescue they set up boundary 

stones about the entire circuit of the island and dedicated altars upon which they offer sacrifices 

even to the present day. For these reasons it is patent that they inhabited Samothrace before the 

flood. 

 

[5.48.1] After the events we have described one of the inhabitants of the island, a certain Saon, who 

was a son, as some say, of Zeus and Nymphê, but, according to others, of Hermes and Rhenê, 

gathered into one body the peoples who were dwelling in scattered habitations and established laws 

for them; and he was given the name Saon after the island, but the multitude of the people he 

distributed among give tribes which he named after his sons. 

 

[5.48.2] And while the Samothracians were living under a government of this kind, they say that 

there were born in that land to Zeus and Electra, who was one of the Atlantides, Dardanus and 

Iasion and Harmonia. 

[5.48.3] Of these children Dardanus, who was a man who entertained great designs and was the first 

to make his way across to Asia in a make-shift boat, founded at the outset a city called Dardanus, 

organized the kingdom which lay about the city which was called Troy at a later time, and called the 

peoples Dardanians after himself. They say also that he ruled over many nations throughout Asia 

and that the Dardani who dwell beyond Thrace were colonists sent forth by him. 

[5.48.4] But Zeus desired that the other of his two sons might also attain to honour, and so he 

instructed him in the initiatory rites of the mysteries, which had existed on the island since ancient 



times but was at that time, so to speak, put in his hands; it is not lawful, however, for any but the 

initiated to hear about the mysteries. 

[5.48.5] And Iasion is reputed to have been the first to initiate strangers into them and by this means 

to bring the initiatory rite to high esteem. And after this Cadmus, the son of Agenor, came in the 

course of his quest for Europê to the Samothracians, and after participating in the initiation he 

married Harmonia, who was the sister of Iasion and not, as the Greeks recount in their mythologies, 

the daughter of Ares. 

[5.49.1] This wedding of Cadmus and Harmonia was the first, we are told, for which the gods 

provided the marriage-feast, and Demeter, becoming enamoured of Iasion, presented him with the 

fruit of the corn, Hermes gave a lyre, Athena the renowned necklace and a robe and a flute, and 

Electra the sacred rites of the Great Mother of the Gods, as she is called, together with cymbals and 

kettledrums and the instruments of her ritual; and Apollo played upon the lyre and the Muses upon 

their flutes, and the rest of the gods spoke them fair and gave the pair their aid in the celebration of 

the wedding. 

[5.49.2] After this Cadmus, they say, in accordance with the oracle he had received, founded Thebes 

in Boeotia, while Iasion married Cybelê and begat Corybas. And after Iasion had been removed into 

the circle of the gods, Dardanus and Cybelê and Corybas conveyed to Asia the sacred rites of the 

Mother of the Gods and removed with them to Phrygia. 

[5.49.3] Thereupon Cybelê, joining herself to the first Olympus, begat Alcê and called the goddess 

Cybelê after herself; and Corybas gave the name of Corybantes to all who, in celebrating the rites of 

his mother, acted like men possessed, and married Thebê, the daughter of Cilix. 

[5.49.4] In like manner he also transferred the flute from Samothrace to Phrygia and to Lyrnessus 

the lyre which Hermes gave and which at a later time Achilles took for himself when he sacked that 

city. To Iasion and Demeter, according to the story the myths relate, was born Plutus or Wealth, but 

the reference is, as a matter of fact, to the wealth of the corn, which was presented to Iasion 

because of Demeter’s association with him at the time of the wedding of Harmonia. 

[5.49.5] Now the details of the initiatory rite are guarded among the matters not to be divulged and 

are communicated to the initiates alone; but the fame has travelled wide of how these gods appear 

to mankind and bring unexpected aid to those initiates of their who call upon them in the midst of 

perils. 

[5.49.6] The claim is also made that men who have taken part in the mysteries become both more 

pious and more just and better in every respect than they were before. And this is the reason, we 

are told, why the most famous both of the ancient heroes and of the demi-gods were eagerly 

desirous of taking part in the initiatory rite; and in fact Jason and the Dioscuri, and Heracles and 

Orpheus as well, after their initiation attained success in all the campaigns they undertook, because 

these gods appeared to them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



NONNOS: DIONYSIACA BOOK 3, TRANSLATED BY W. H. D. ROUSE (1940) 

 

[16] Early in the morning, when Dawn had cleft the gloom, Cadmos came down from the horned 

peaks of lofty Tauros along the saffron glens of Cilicia. Sailing was now in season, Cadmos was in 

haste; they hauled up the ship’s bridling-hawsers off the land. The mast lifting its head on high struck 

the upper air standing firmly. A light breeze gently rippling the sea with the breath of the morning 

hummed “All aboard!” Soon it curved the fickle waves with its gusts, and stopt the watery dance of 

the dolphin, that tumbler of the quiet calm. The intertwined ropes whistled with a shrill hiss, the 

forestays hummed in the freshening wind, the sail grew big-bellied, enforced by the forthright gale. 

The restless flood was cleft, then fell back to its place; the water swelled and foamed, the ship sped 

over the deep, while the keel struck the boisterous waves with a resounding splash, and the end of 

the steering-oar scored the white-crested billows where the ship’s wake divided the curving back of 

the sea. 

[35] On the tenth circling Dawn after the peaceful turning-point of spring, Cadmos has been carried 

by winds from Zeus over a waveless sea; but as he cleft the Trojan channel of water-ranging Helle, a 

violent wind drove him over a roaring passage to Samos, over against battle-stirring Scamandros, not 

far from Sithonia, where Harmonia still a virgin awaited him safely. There the prophetic breezes 

escorted his vessel the Thracian coast, by divine Rheia’s ordinance. The sailors rejoiced to see the 

sleepless flame of the Samian torch, and furled their sails as they came near the land; then rowing 

the ship towards the waveless anchorage they scored the smooth water with the tips of their oars 

and ran her up under shelter of the harbour. A hole drilled through a rocky claw received the 

hawsers of the ships, and held them immovable, and the curving teeth of the ship’s bridles were 

wedged tight into the wet sand deep under the water, by the time that the sun went down. On 

shore, after the evening meal, the men spread their pallets on the sand without bedding; the poor 

fellows’ eyes were heavy, and wandering sleep came on them with silent step. 

[55] But when along the wing of red fiery Euros, Dawn scraping the peaks of rugged Teucrian Ida 

from below spilled away the morning twilight, and showed herself to survey the harbour, 

illuminating the black swell of the opposite sea, then Cypris spread out a back of silent calm where 

no ship could sail, for she meant to unite Harmonia to her mate. Already the bird of morning was 

cutting the air with loud cries; already the helmeted bands of desert-haunting Corybants were 

beating on their shields in the Cnossian dance, and leaping with rhythmic steps, and the oxhides 

thudded under the blows of the iron as they whirled them about in rivalry, while the double pipe 

made music, and quickened the dancers with its rollicking tune in time to the bounding steps. Aye, 

and the trees whispered, the rocks boomed, the forests held jubilee with their intelligent movings 

and shakings, and the Dryads did sing. Packs of bears joined the dance, skipping and wheeling face to 

face; lions with a roar from emulous throats mimicked the triumphant cry of the priests of the 

Cabeiroi, sane in their madness; the revelling pipes rang out a tune in honour of Hecate, divine 

friend of dogs, those single pipes, which the horn-polisher’s art invented in Cronos’s days. 

[77] The noisy Corybants with their ringing din awoke Cadmos early in the morning; the Sidonian 

seamen also with one accord, hearing the never-silent oxhide at dawn, rose from their rattling 

pebbly pallets and left the brine-beaten back of the shore, their bed. Cadmos left the ship to his 

companions, and set out on foot for a quick walk to find the city. As he was going towards 

Harmonia’s house, he was met by Peitho, Lady of the bride-chamber. She had the form of a mortal 

woman, and like a household drudge, she carried a weight pressed against her bosom by her arm, a 

rounded silver jug which she had filled with drink from the spring: a presage of things to come, since 



they drench the bridegroom by time-honoured custom with life-giving water in the bath before the 

marriage. He was now close by the city, where in hollow pits bundles on bundles of soiled clothing 

are trodden by the women’s bounding feet, trodden in emulation. Peitho covered Cadmos with a 

dark mist from heels to head, and led him through the unseeing city in search of the king’s 

hospitable hall, guiding his way by the Paphian’s command. There some bird, perched under the 

delicate shadow of a gray olive-tree, – it was a crow, she opened her loud beak inspired, and 

reproached the young man for a laggard, that the bridegroom walked to his bride Harmonia with 

dawdling foot. She flapt her wings and rallied him soundly: 

[103] “So Cadmos is a baby, or only a novice in love! Eros is a quick one, and knows nothing of slow 

bridegrooms! Forgive me, Peitho – your Cadmos dallies, Aphrodite is in haste! Hot Eros calls you, 

bridegroom – you plod along like a laggard, and why? You are a nice neighbour for charming Adonis! 

You are a nice fellow-countryman for the girls of Byblos! No, I am wrong: you never saw the river of 

Adonis; you never set eyes on the soil of Byblos, where the Graces have their home, where Assyrian 

Cythereia dances, and an Athena who is not coy! Peitho is your guide, nor Artemis, Peitho the friend 

of marriage, the nurse of the baby Loves. Cease your toiling and moiling, enjoy Harmonia and leave 

Europa to her bull! Make haste, and Electra will welcome you; from her hands sure enough you will 

be laden with a cargo of wedded love, if you leave the business part of the delights to Aphrodite. She 

is the Cyprian’s daughter, guarded for your bride-chamber, another Cypris for you to receive. You 

will thank the crow, and you will call me the bird of marriage, the prophet of the Loves! No, I am 

wrong, Cypris inspired me; the Paphian made me foretell your nuptials, although I am Athena’s 

bird!” 

[123] With these words, she sealed up her talkative beak, a silent witness now. Cadmos walked 

along the winding highroad; and when the king’s allhospitable court came into view, far-seen upon 

its lofty pillars, Peitho pointed a finger to indicate the corresponding words in her mind, and by this 

voiceless herald showed the house of shining artistry: then the divinity in antoher shape rose into 

the sky, shooting through it with winged shoe. 

[131] Then Cadmos surveyed the house with roving gaze: the masterly work of Hephaistos, which 

the industrious god once built for Electra as a bride, and embellished it with many ornaments in the 

fine Myrinaian art of Lemnos. The whole palace was new. A brazen threshold well-wrought was 

before it. Double doors with lofty pillars opened into a vestibule richly carven, and a dome spanned 

the roof with a rounded head seen in the middle. The walls were faced with tessellated stones set in 

white cement from threshold to inner end. Before the house near the courtyard was an enclosure, 

widespread, four acres of trees heavy with fresh fruit. Male palm stretched his leaves over female 

palm, pledging his love. Pear growing by pear, all of one age with glorious fruit, whispered in the 

morning breeze – and with its dangling clusters beat on the pollard growth of a luscious olive hard 

by. In the breezes of spring, the myrtle waves his leaves by the reluctant laurel, while the fragrant 

wind of morning fanned the foliage of the leafy cypress. On the fig-tree, mother of sweets, and the 

juicy pomegranate, red fruit grew rich over purple fruit beside it, and apple flourished near apple. 

On the learned leaves of Apollo’s mournful iris was embroidered with many a plant-grown word; and 

when Zephyros breathed through the flowery garden, Apollo turned a quick eye upon his young 

darling, his yearning never satisfied; if he saw the plant beaten by the breezes, he remembered the 

quoit, and trembled for fear the wind, so jealous once about the boy, might hate him even in a leaf: 

if it is true that Apollo once wept with those eyes that never wept, to see that boy writhing in the 

dust, and the pattern there on the flower traced its own “alas!” on the iris, and so figures the tears 

of Phoibos. 



[164] Such was the shady garden. Hard by, a brook divided in two runnels; from this the people drew 

their drinking, from that the gardener cut up the water into many curving channels and carried it 

from plant to plant: one stream chuckled at the root of a laurel, as if Phoibos were singing a delicate 

tune to his Daphne. 

[169] Within, well-wrought boys of gold stood on many pillars of stone, holding out torches before 

the banqueters to give them light for their dessert in the evening. Before the gates rows of dogs 

stood on this side and that, not real yet intelligent, all modelled alike, silent works of art, snarling 

with gaping throats; then if a man came by whom they knew, golden dog by silver dog would bark 

with swelling throat and fawn upon him. So as Cadmos passed, Echo sent forth a sound like a 

welcome for a guest, and wagged the friendly shape of an artificial tail. 

[180] While Cadmos has been moving his face about and turning his eyes to survey the royal garden, 

and saw the sculptures, and all the beauty of the hall with its paintings and bright sparkling precious 

stones, Emation had left the market-place and the disputes of his people, and sat splendid upon the 

back of a courser with arching neck. He was lord of Samothrace, the seat of Ares, having inherited 

the royal house of Electra his mother. At that time he was sole king, holding the reins of sovereignty 

which belonged to his brother Dardanos, who had left his native soil, and migrated to the soil of the 

continent opposite. There he had scored the dust of Ida with a plow-furrow, and marked the limits 

of Dardania, the fortified city which bore his name. So he drank the water of Sevenstreams and the 

flood of Rhesos, leaving the inheritance and the sceptre of the Cabeiroi to his brother. 

[195] This Dardanos, Emathion’s brother, was one whom the bed of Zeus had begotten, whom 

Justice nursed and cared for at the time when the Seasons ran to the mansion of Queen Electra, 

bearing the sceptre of Zeus, and the robe of Time, and the staff of Olympos, to prophesy the 

indissoluble dominion of the Ausonian race. The Seasons brought up the baby; and by an irrevocable 

oracle of Zeus, the lad just sprouting the flower of recrescent youth left Electra’s house, when for 

the third time a deluge of rain had flooded the world’s foundations with towering billows. 

[205] Ogygos made proof of the first roaring deluge, as he cut the air through the highclimbing 

waters, when all the earth was hidden under the flood, when the tops of the Thessalian rocks were 

covered, when the summit of the Pythian rock near the clouds on high was bathed in the snow-

cooled flood. There was a second deluge, when tempestuous waters covered the circuit of the round 

earth in a furious flood, when all mortal men perished, and Deucalion alone with his mate Pyrrha in 

a hollow ark cutting the swirling flood of infinite deluge went on his eddying voyage through the air 

turned water. 

[215] When the third time rain from Zeus flooded the solid earth and covered the hills, and even the 

unwetted slopes of Sithonia with Mount Athos itself, then Dardanos, cutting through the stream of 

the uplifted flood, landed on the ancient mountain of Ida his neighbour. 

[220] It was his brother Emathion, ruler of the snowy Sithonian land, who left the noisy market-

place, and stood amazed at the hero’s looks; for the youthful grace inborn in him mingled manliness 

and beauty with a form to match. The prince was amazed at such noble looks; for the eyes of 

prudent kings are instinctive heralds, although the ear cannot hear them. He received the guest with 

a welcome; then while Electra toiled to help him, he provided a rich table of fine fare, flattering his 

guest with friendly address that left nothing to be desired: for it was a bounteous feast. But Cadmos 

bent his neck towards the ground, and hid looks of disquiet from the attendants, and hardly touched 

the banquet. He sat opposite the hospitable lady, but scarce stealing a glance at her served himself 

with a modest and timid hand. 



[234] As they feasted, the breathing reeds of Corybantic Ida resounded one after another in 

succession; the players’ hands skipt along the riddling run of the tootling pipe, and the fingers beat 

out their tune in cadence, dancing and pressing the sound; the clanging cymbals in brazen pairs 

struck ringing blows running in cadence with the sets of reeds; the harp itself with its seven strings 

twanged aloud under the quill. 


